This specialized formulation may be used to pre-spot
carpet, rugs, and upholstery prior to overall cleaning, or
as a spot and stain remover for localized application. It
can emulsify oil base matter such as make-up, lipstick, oils
and greases, fats, hair creams and dressings, shoe polish,
floor wax, and inks, and is equally effective on water based
matter such as pet stains, coffee, cola, tea, food spills,
grass stains, wine and liquor. This product is odorless and
biodegradable.
DIRECTIONS
1. If spot contains some solid matter, scrape up as much as
possible prior to application of product.
2. Saturate spot with undiluted product and allow to
penetrate into stain.
3. Absorb product and dissolved matter with a paper
towel or cloth. Re-apply product to spot and agitate
slightly.
4. Repeat this procedure until paper towel or cloth seems
to have dissolved all of the spot.
5. Allow to dry. When dry, vacuum the surface, or brush
upholstery fiber to raise pile or nap.
Some oil based stains tend to "bleed" when emulsification occurs, so take care not to spread stain. Do not mix
this product with other cleaning compounds or solvents.
NOTE: Always check an obscure area of surface to
determine color fastness of fabric. Do not use on wool or
velvet fibers.
Distributed By:

HARPER SUPPLY LLC
7924 Camp Bowie West Blvd. | Fort Worth, Texas 76116
817-529-1091 | www.harpersupply.com

DANGER
Causes serious eye damage.
Causes skin irritation.
Contains: 2-butoxyethanol (CAS #111-76-2), Nonylphenyl ethoxylate (CAS #127087-87-0), C8-10 ethoxylate
phosphate (CAS #68130-47-2), Potassium hydroxide
(CAS #1310-58-3)

Gone

Pre Spot Carpet and
Upholstery Stain Remover

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Prevention: Wear eye protection/face protection. Wash
hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Wear
protective gloves.
Response: IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for
several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and
easy to do. Continue rinsing. Immediately call a POISON
CENTER/doctor/medical professional. IF ON SKIN: Wash
with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Specific
treatment (see section 4 on the Safety Data Sheet). If skin
irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention. Take off
contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse.

INFOTRAC PHONE NUMBER: (800) 535-5053
1 QUART (32 FL. OZ.)

